
Profile Photo
LinkedIn’s profile format is growing more visual in nature 
with each new release. The profile’s photo is the foundation 
of the page. As of 2013, the actual photo size is larger and 
consumes a larger part of the overall profile screen. LinkedIn 
also uses the image to show users how they are connected 
with other users. A professional photo is critical.

Professional Headline
Using a professional headline to re-state a job title is a 
waste of valuable real estate. This area is best used for a 120 
character elevator pitch. Good questions to answer with this 
headline: How do you help those that you serve? What do 
you bring to your clients?

Connections
LinkedIn likes profiles that have more connections – it adds 
to the validity of the individual. Shoot for over 250 to start. 
Connect with your current clients, prospects, vendors, 
colleagues, wholesalers, etc.

Vanity URL
In this world of sharing and connecting, having a sloppy 
URL at the bottom of emails or introductions doesn’t cut 
it. Use your name if possible; use your business name as 
an alternate. A vanity URL is an easy way to add some 
Google “juice” to a profile as well. (Juice = search engine 
optimization (SEO).)

Summary
A summary is not the place for a resume list. Given its 
prominence on a profile, the summary acts as an immediate 
hook for YOU and the reasons for what you do. A 
personalized summary creates a personalized interaction.  
If possible, try to sprinkle in a few keywords to help SEO.

Experience
This is the resume/job description area. Importing your 
existing resume is a good start, then take time to ensure 
that the content is focused and compelling for your 
particular audience.
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Recommendations or Endorsements
Since LinkedIn now posts only two recommendations 
for each position, make certain that you’ve selected 
the best or most relevant. If you’d like, you can request 
recommendations, while endorsements seem to be akin 
to Facebook’s “like” button. Note: Stay out of regulator 
hot water. Licensed individuals may have issues with both 
recommendations and endorsements. If so, you can easily 
hide these through the Edit Your Profile function.
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